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THRICE TO JERSEY 2016
Monday 6th June
Once, twice, three times to Jersey - this is rather unusual for a holiday destination, as Alan and
I are both quite fond of visiting new places to explore with our cameras. This time we were on
our own, though, for a Sapphire Wedding Anniversary extravaganza. It was just an ordinary
holiday, to be honest, the anniversary was just an excuse to escape for two whole weeks.
The drive from Saltash to Poole was bearable and the Condor car ferry crossing on the
Liberation was smooth, if not a little foggy. It wasn't crowded and the duty free shop was
good. However, the seating was quite cramped and reminiscent of an aircraft (horrors), but we
could have upgraded to club class for a better seat and a panoramic view. I wish we had,
because the voyage around the coast of Jersey as we approached was lovely. For one thing,
the fog had lifted and for another thing, we had time to recognise a few places as we sailed by.
Arrival and disembarkation was straightforward, but driving through heavy St Helier traffic at
around 17:45 was hideous. Thankfully, the self catering apartment we'd booked was quite
easily found, with only one drive-past due to an obscured entrance. The accommodation itself
was quite spacious and comfortable, but the one downfall was a very cramped kitchen area.
After unpacking, we realised we were both so tired that we couldn't face going out to find
unknown food in unknown surroundings, so availed ourselves of a baked potato each with tuna
that we'd brought with us. After that, we turned on the television and I all but fell asleep.
Tuesday 7th June
The bed was comfortable, but the noisy water heater induced me to have a dream that my
father was running a bath for me (which never happened), but the water ran away. My father
is no longer alive - is my life running away? Do I need psychological help? Or a bath plug?
Anyway, despite this and someone opposite us either arriving or leaving in the middle of the
night, we got ourselves together and left the apartment at just before 10:00.
St Helier town centre was only a mile away, but we were walking for 20 minutes downhill
along quite narrow, unfamiliar, trafficky roads and I can't say it was a pleasant experience. As
the roads became more convoluted and filled with people, Alan was walking along engrossed in
a map he was holding aloft, which always tends to freak me out. However, we managed to
reach the shops without him colliding into anybody or anything - and there before us as if in a
vision was a Costa Coffee. There was no deliberation and we enjoyed the first cappuccino of
the holiday, sitting outside in warm air watching the St Helier world go by.

Suitably holiday-like chocolate sprinkles

Tourist Information was next, found after a while in its new location with Jersey Museum in
Liberation Square. It was a small affair, but bustling with people - too many people for such a
small space, to be honest. It was our first full day and I was already railing against too many
cars and too many people. Oh dear.
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Once Alan had sorted out the parking situation by buying a book of paycards, we walked along
the streets of the centre looking for postcards. Some people would probably describe the
shopping centre as vibrant, but I would describe it as chaotic, with people intent on going
where they wanted without much care for anybody in their way. I couldn't remember such a
problem during our second Jersey visit in 2011 (the first one being lost in the mists of 1983).
Still, after achieving our morning's aim, we decided to stop for lunch at St Malo Crêperie
passed by earlier. There was plenty of room in the large square seating area outside and we
each chose a galette with side salad - three cheeses for Alan, Cheddar cheese and egg for me.
When they arrived, I was a bit unhappy that the egg was undercooked. Perhaps I have a
strange form of ovaphobia, although I did my best to be normal and only hid a small amount
of slimy albumen under my knife and fork when finished.
Suitably fortified, we undertook the hot and tiring walk back up to the apartment that was
aptly named Uplands. After half an hour's rest, it was time to buy food supplies from a nearby
Waitrose - which was necessary, but didn't inspire me with the holiday feeling in the slightest.
However, the rest of the afternoon was relaxing and we enjoyed a fresh baguette with
strawberries and ice cream for tea.
The weather was still fair and the parking free after 17:00 hours on St Helier seafront, so we
decided to go for an early evening stroll along the promenade. For some reason known only to
himself, Alan decided not to use the Sat Nav - and then proceeded to regret it most volubly.
However, the stroll was enjoyable, as we took occasional photos of Elizabeth Castle in the
distance and avoided the runners that seemed to be out en masse (in a perfect place to run).
Towards St Aubin, pockets of mist were descending, so we wended our way back to the
apartment after an hour or so and spent the rest of the evening watching television and eating
chocolate. It had been a reasonable day, apart from the slimy albumen. Goodnight!
Wednesday 8th June
In his own words, Alan was "out like a light", although I was awake in the shadows for a while
before finally sinking into sleep. We awoke to a fair day, although mist was still trying to hang
around in the distance. Our day's destination was Samarès Manor, home of the Botanic
Gardens, where we arrived after a 15 minute drive. It was quite a relief to leave the dreadful
St Helier traffic for the quieter roads of the south easterly parish of St Clement.
Our first stop after paying for admission was to the Herb Garden Café nestling attractively
within its namesake herb garden. Here we sat outside underneath a canopy with a cappuccino
each, looking out at the inviting garden and anticipating a happy hour or two ahead. We
weren't disappointed, as we wandered around the various garden areas, including the Herb
Garden, the Rose and Lavender Garden, the Calendar Gardens, the Colour Gardens, the
Discovery Gardens, The Hot Border, the Arboretum and finally, the recently restored Japanese
Garden. The morning was sunny with a few white clouds - it was quite simply soul restoring.

Thalictrum 'Black Stockings' (with frothy pink tops)
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At around midday, we headed back to the Herb Garden Café for lunch. There was rather a
special item on the menu that evoked happy memories for Alan, who would often eat nasi
goreng whilst in Singapore with his brother. While I was happy with a delicious Cheddar
cheese and pickle ciabatta, Alan honoured his brother's memory by enjoying a nasi goreng
dish of spicy wok fried rice with prawns, spring onions, peppers, fresh coriander and chilli
dressing, topped with a cheeky fried egg. He did it justice and it felt right. Since we were quite
warm at that point, we both had home-made lavender lemonade to drink and it was delicious.

Cheers, Doug!

Afterwards, we were a little reluctant to leave and had another minor wander around the Herb
Garden, followed by a peaceful sit-down on a wooden bench for about 15 minutes. However,
we couldn't stay there forever and returned to the apartment for a mid afternoon mug of tea
and a spot of relaxation. Alan discovered there was a prehistoric gallery grave not far from
where we walked yesterday evening, so after a baguette tea, we went searching.
St Helier seafront promenade was as popular as ever with walkers, runners and cyclists, but
we crossed the road and headed into the built up area behind the front. It wasn't all that far to
the park that contained the late Neolithic/Chalcolithic cist-in-circle (2850-2250BC). It was
fenced off, but looking good in the mid evening sun.
When it had been excavated in 1883, evidence within the tomb had shown two distinct periods
of use. Nearby, some roughly made cremation urns had been found buried, typical of a late
Bronze or early Iron Age grave (800-450 BC). After taking several photos, we were satisfied
with our prehistoric outing and walked back to the front, for a further spot of strolling.

Ville-ès-Nouaux in the park
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As our steps took us closer towards St Aubin, St Aubin's Fort was barely visible on its rocky
islet in the distance, as a hazy sea mist began to thicken and creep closer. It was time to
return to the apartment for another relaxing evening. It had been a day that suited us well,
with a wonderful botanic garden and a prehistoric site - the holiday feeling had arrived!
Thursday 9th June
The holiday feeling deserted me slightly in the night, as I battled with an aching leg, a snoring
husband and a mobile phone (not mine) that woke me when I finally slept by beeping, because
someone had forgotten to switch it on silent mode...
However, it was a sunny morning and we decided to go on a coastal amble, starting off at the
south western headland overlooking the Corbière lighthouse. We arrived quite early before
there were too many other visitors and enjoyed a walk down to a rocky viewing place. I can't
deny I was happy when Alan finished taking photos, though, as it meant he hadn't stepped
backwards in a moment of distraction and fallen to a scene of rocky catastrophe below.
There were lots of wildflowers brightening the surrounding area and since I was armed with a
slim book about Jersey wildflowers, we spent a short while identifying some of them. Walking
back up to the top past a German bunker from Jersey's Occupation in World War II, we were
surprised at the number of people who'd arrived, including two small coach loads.
Consulting the map, Alan thought it was a short walk to a prehistoric grave and we walked on
past our parked car in the opposite direction - down a road with no pavement, which I dislike
immensely. I have nothing against the roads themselves, just the cars that come driving along
them at speeds that are always going to be detrimental to any person they might accidentally
collide with. Or drive into ... or mow down like a startled rabbit caught in headlights, leaving a
blob of unrecognisable humanity on the tarmac. Anyway, I wasn't particularly happy.
After further consultation with the map, Alan decided the grave was a lot further on, but still
seemed to think we could walk it. A certain amount of refusal, confusion, frustration and
stomping back up the road took place (on both parts), until I realised it was getting hot and I
needed to stop stomping and slow down. An elusive prehistoric grave was simply not worth
getting into a stew about - and especially not a startled rabbit stew.
We drove on to a small place called La Pulente, parked the car above the beach and joined a
coastal path, hoping we would find the ancient remains en route. It was a pleasant path for
walkers and cyclists, with a view out to the Corbière lighthouse, plus an abundance of
wildflowers and grasses. We recognised tree mallow, sea campion, sea thrift, navelwort,
Burnet rose, hare's tail grass and quaking grass, to name but a few.
I love the name quaking grass, which seems so apt for the silvery green spikelets that tremble
and quiver in the breeze. I don't know why it should be so afraid, except that the meadows
and grasslands it favours are gradually disappearing. I definitely have a soft spot for it.

Grass so scared that it's quaking
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After an hour or so, we climbed a sandy path upwards that led to a good vantage point to look
all around us - but no grave was in sight. We therefore decided to retrace our steps to a
wooden bench we'd passed by earlier and enjoyed an al fresco packed lunch. It became a little
too hot sitting there, as after being hazily warm all morning, the sun was shining through more
clearly. We therefore walked back to the car and decided on our next destination.
Le Noir Pré Orchid Field was quite close, so we drove there, wondering if we were too late to
see the wild orchids in their glory (as had been the case at Guernsey two years previously at
the same time of year). The Jersey wild orchids were still looking pretty wonderful, though, so
we could hardly believe our luck as we wandered along the designated grassy path in between
the flower filled expanses. As well as orchids, there were many other wildflowers, such as
ragged robin, buttercups, clover and wild grasses.
There were four different kinds of orchids - the Pyramidal, the Southern Marsh, the Jersey and
the Spotted (Common and Heath varieties), as well as many hybrids. After having difficulty
finding any spotted ones, we walked into the adjoining meadow of Clos de Seigneur, where we
delightedly spotted many spotted ones, which seemed appropriate. For most of the time, we
were the only ones there, so it was a particularly peaceful and rare experience.

Alan in wild orchid heaven

As we left the meadows and walked back happily to the car, I was hot, tired and thirsty. An ice
cream would have gone down a treat, but during the drive to a Martello tower that doubled as
a visitor centre, there wasn't a handy ice cream vendor in sight. I had to make do with water
and two Oreo biscuits, but there are far worse things.
Our guide book told us the Kempt Tower opened from 2-5 pm, but this failed to happen. We
waited for a while, but then gave up and just took photos, as it was one of the few surviving
examples of a Martello tower. I did rename it the Ill-Kempt Tower for a while, but having later
discovered it was converted to a self-catering holiday let in 2014, that was hardly applicable.

The not really Ill-Kempt Tower
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Martello towers are basically small defensive forts that were built across the British Empire
during the 19th century from the time of the French Revolutionary Wars. This particular one
was completed in 1834 and looked very solid, but sadly no longer available to would-be visitor
centre tourists like us. Sigh. Never mind, the orchids had been fabulous and there was another
prehistoric site on Alan's itinerary for the day.
It was another prehistoric site that was tricky to find, but as we drove down some country
lanes that Alan considered must be very close to it, I caught sight of a sign in a hedge.
Whether it was a relevant sign was open to conjecture, but we decided to hedge our bets and
investigate. Alan parked the car on a grass verge next to a field and we set off along the
country lane into the field that opened out from the hedge with the sign.
Near the top of the field was a stone wall enclosure in a circle - and we finally approached Les
Monts Grantez, a Neolithic passage grave (4000-3250 BC), nestling amid wild mustard to
make a picturesque scene. The passage consisted of large, upright granite blocks and dry
stone walling leading into an oval chamber, with a small side chamber on the north side.

Les Monts Grantez amid the wild mustard

It had been discovered in 1839 and excavated in 1912 by the Société Jersiaise, when the main
chamber had revealed six adult skeletons and one child skeleton, lying on their sides in a
crouched position, with bones and teeth from a deer, cow, horse and sheep, limpet shells and
colourful sea pebbles. A further skeleton had been found in a sitting position in the entrance
passage and the scattered remains of a ninth person had been found in the side chamber. It
was a good site and it made sense to end the day's tourist activities on a successful note.
The traffic back to the apartment was quite heavy, so we were glad to return to drink tea. A
fish pie from Waitrose was tasty (once Alan had worked out how to use the cooker), followed
by fresh pineapple and ice cream for dessert - and a restful evening. I had a bit of a headache,
probably from being out in the sun for hours. The forecast was promising some rain...
Friday 10th June
I finally had a decent night's sleep, but Alan said he was having trouble with his throat . Also,
it was lightly raining. However, it was supposed to be brightening up after a mizzly start, so we
went ahead with our plan to re-visit Durrell Wildlife Park. The recent television series The
Durrells had whetted my interest in the story and ethos of the place, first visited in 1983.
It opened at 09:30, but the Sat Nav was having a bad day and led us in some questionable
directions. When we did arrive, it was still a little drizzly, so we paid the entrance charge and
headed straight to the café for a cappuccino, hoping the drizzle would depart. It was on and off
when we later meandered outside to the Andean bear enclosure - where no bear was visible.
The tortoise enclosure was next (and I do love tortoises) but no tortoises were out to play, not
a single one! I could remember seeing Galapagos tortoises on our last visit, but although we
loitered for a while, it was no good. It was turning into a particularly disappointing start.
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The very warm reptile house was next in line and this was more successful, as we watched the
antics of a Komodo dragon, iguanas and poison frogs, to name a few. A group of pre-school
children came in with their helpers soon after we did, but it was easy to hang around feigning
interest in one or two of the reptiles until the children left. I'm glad children are taken to places
such as these, it just made me aware of how much I was in need of calmness and quiet.
Onward to the meerkats, where it appeared the intermittent drizzle might be putting them off,
as the few that were outside were looking decidedly bedraggled. Alan attempted some photos,
but for me it was another disappointment. However, as we walked on towards the western
lowland gorillas, the sky cleared and the rain stopped altogether. Not only that, the gorillas
had just been fed and were enjoying the fruit and leaves they'd been provided with.
We were there for some time, taking photos of the small family from different vantage points,
before deciding it was our feeding time too. We'd brought a packed lunch and found a wooden
bench underneath a tree on which to eat it in peace, before heading to the orangutans. As with
the gorillas, we spent a fair time there taking photos and enjoying their antics.
The lemurs were next and we managed to spot four different species - the Aloatran gentle, the
red ruffed, the black and white ruffed and the ring tailed. While I was standing close to a pair
of red ruffed lemurs, they suddenly emitted the most dreadful shrieking sound that practically
caused me to stop breathing. Heaven knows what the decibel level was. It sounded very much
like a danger or warning signal and I have no doubt that in the wild it's extremely effective!
We next wandered around Les Augrès Manor, headquarters of the Durrell Wildlife Conservation
Trust. A small but fascinating exhibition of Durrell memorabilia was most enjoyable - I have to
say that The Durrells television drama brought it all much more to life, it was quite a story.
We tried the tortoise enclosure one more time before we left, but they were still staging a noshow. As compensation, we decided to indulge in an ice cream (strawberry for me and
pistachio for Alan), before making our way towards the exit. Further compensation came our
way when we realised an Andean bear was making an appearance and our departure was
happily delayed with some more photo taking enjoyment.

Andean (or spectacled) bear

I then had some further enjoyment perusing the gift shop, before we finally left and drove to
Waitrose for some supplies (not exactly enjoyable, but necessary). A relaxing evening
followed, after a very pleasant day. Our fifth night here already...
Saturday 11th June
Our fifth night here was restless, due to intermittent snoring thanks to Alan's troublesome
throat and overheating on my part, thanks to who knows what. It was a mistily overcast
morning to start with, but by the time we left the apartment on foot at 09:50 for St Helier
centre, it was warm. As for the walk, the distance wasn't a problem, but I disliked walking the
streets with all the cars and vans speeding by. I maintain that traffic is ruining planet Earth.
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However, there was no rain and our first stop was at Costa Coffee for a cappuccino and a
perusal of the guide book, to decide our route around places and points of interest in the
centre. It was already very busy as we started our excursion with cameras in hand, stopping
first of all at Royal Square. Here, weekly markets/fairs once took place, when prisoners would
await trial in a cage (public executions took place nearby) and where on occasions witches
were burnt. Nice ... not!
This morning, though, there were no prisoners or witches, but just a load of people and
pigeons. Some children were chasing the pigeons, which kept taking off in sudden, low-level
flight in random directions, which activated the absolute terror of the living bird phobia in me.
Although I tried my utmost to be calm and grown up about it, I actually went cold with fear
from time to time, which is not a pleasant feeling in the slightest.
I did manage a photo of a gilded statue of King George II (1727-1760) posing as Caesar for
some dubious reason; a V for Victory in the paving to remember the Swedish Red Cross ship
SS Vega that arrived towards the end of the Occupation with 750 tons of food parcels; and the
old police station. At that point, a low flying pigeon launched itself between me and the wall of
the police station I was photographing - whereupon the pigeon terror completely overcame me
and I went to hide away in a corner until Alan had finished his photography.
We left the pigeon zone and walked to Liberation Square, where jubilant Jersey people had
greeted their British liberators on 9th May 1945, after five long years of German Occupation
(commemorated by the moving Liberation sculpture first seen on our last visit in 2011). The
Pomme D'Or Hotel was quite prominent, which the Germans had used as their headquarters
throughout the war. Its balcony had been the focal point for Liberation celebrations and it
wasn't at all hard to imagine the heady sense of relief felt that day.
In the present day, though, the square was full of people, noise and traffic, so we continued to
the harbour area. Outside the Maritime Museum was the original lighthouse from St
Catherine's breakwater, now a memorial for Jersey people who died in German prison camps
during World War II. It was very moving with their listed names to personalise the losses.

A spot of harbour loitering

We loitered for a while, looking at the marina type sights and enjoying the atmosphere, as the
ratio of blue sky to white became higher. Over the way we spotted the Sailor's Rest café
somewhat hidden towards the back of the marina, but clearly popular nonetheless. Here we
sat outside underneath a large umbrella and enjoyed toasted panini (mozzarella, red onion and
pepper for Alan, a tuna melt for me) and enjoyed the marina views, while I sipped orange juice
and Alan sipped a Liberation beer - in a manly fashion, obviously.
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We found the temperature had shot up once we emerged from the umbrella's shade and
walked around the other side of the marina. There were various nautical items of interest
along the way, such as quirky interpretations of the Beaufort Wind Scale made of granite and
set in the pavement at intervals - for instance, for force 12: "Hurricane - yacht crews decide to
take up golf". Granite blocks as seats sporting the international Morse code and the phonetic
alphabet also caught Alan's especial interest.
The heat was becoming a little uncomfortable, so we walked back into the shopping centre and
sought some cool solace in Marks and Spencer. It turned out to be a good move, as Alan found
a half price cashmere jumper and I really wouldn't like to say how long he's been going on
about buying a cashmere jumper! I also may have purchased one or two items.
We were feeling hot and tired, so it was time to walk back to the apartment. It's fair to say I
was a wilting, floppy mess when we finally made it back to Uplands - it was a take off various
clothes, drink copious amounts of water and recline on the sofa for at least half an hour to
recuperate situation. However, the rest of the afternoon and evening was spent in a relaxing
way, despite a dire television programme choice, thanks to the nation's sport obsession!
Sunday 12th June
I couldn't get to sleep for ages last night and Alan said his throat was better but still not quite
right. However, we surfaced good-naturedly enough to mistiness and rain and since parking
was free on Sunday in St Helier, the best plan seemed a visit to the Maritime Museum.
We just happened to pass by a Costa Coffee en route, so it was only natural to pop inside for a
Sunday morning cappuccino and a chat about life, the universe and what we should do for
lunch later on. First of all, though, it was time to embark on some nautical perusing, as we
made our way to the museum and set about a voyage of discovery ... or something.

Strange exhibits in the Maritime Museum...

It was interactive and informative, but definitely geared towards children - which is good, but I
realised I prefer the more traditional style of museum that's full of exhibits and artefacts.
However, there was a lot to look at, including the boat Diana, which was one of 20 small
Jersey boats that helped to evacuate Allied troops from St Malo in June 1940.
In a separate room was an award-winning tapestry depicting the Occupation, made by Jersey
islanders to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Liberation. It consisted of 12 panels showing
scenes created from the memories and stories of islanders who had lived through those harsh
times. There was also an audio-visual presentation on a large screen of footage and pictures of
Jersey from each decade since the 1940s, which I found fascinating.
Once outside, the weather had taken a turn for the worse, so we decided to head back to the
apartment for lunch. Afterwards, we were uncertain what to do with Sunday afternoon and in
the end, took a drive to the south east coast and partway up the east coast, stopping at Le
Hocq (rocky, misty, drizzly); La Rocque (rocky, misty); and Gorey (overcast).
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We ventured out for a short walk in each place and tried to be positive, but it was a rather
underwhelming afternoon and I began to feel a little despondent about the Jersey of 2016. It
seems a long way removed from the charming Jersey I remember of 1983 (and even 2011)
and all in the name of so-called progress. Like so many places now, Jersey seems to have sold
its soul to modernism and commercialisation, which to me is a crying shame. I know there are
issues of financial survival, but the tonnage of traffic on the roads is eating St Helier alive and
the massive 'modern' buildings are an eyesore, built with little regard for the old and historical.
Before I began to wax historically hysterical, though, we drove back to the apartment to drink
tea and receive a Skype call from our daughter and two year old granddaughter (the latter
who seemed startled to see us in a different location than the usual sofa at home!) This was
very uplifting and although the choice of television programmes later on was once again
appalling, we spent a quiet rest of the day - hoping that the thundery showers forecast for the
following day wouldn't actually be too thundery.
Monday 13th June
It was a misty and overcast start to the day rather than thundery, but it was my turn to feel
below par. Therefore, instead of a full day exploring Mont Orgueil Castle at Gorey, we decided
to drive to St Aubin, the next bay to St Helier, for a gentle exploration. Alan thought a visit to
Costa Coffee would cheer me up, but I was feeling quietly wretched and went to cheer him up!
In the end, I managed to slowly sip a cappuccino and left feeling better than when I'd arrived.
For some exercise, we walked along the front to the yacht club and down the slipway onto the
beach, overlooking St Aubin Fort on a small island not far out in the bay (accessible at low
tide) and back again to the car. There was a small shower of rain, but nothing too bothersome,
before we drove on towards Noirmont Point in the south west.
Noirmont Point and an area of the headland behind it were acquired by the Jersey states in
1950 as a memorial for the islanders who died in World War II. Having parked the car, it was
obvious from walking around that it had been a strategic place during the German Occupation,
with bunkers and gun emplacements still in evidence - such desecration of the landscape 
Apart from that, there were some pleasant coastal views, including the Île au Guerdain, or
Janvrin's Tomb. This was a small rocky island a short distance from Portelet Bay (accessible at
low tide), where a local seaman called Philippe Janvrin had died of the plague in 1721 while at
sea. Local people hadn't permitted his body to be brought ashore, but had allowed his burial
on the Île au Guerdain - although his body was later exhumed and buried at St Brélade's
Church. A Martello tower had been built on the summit of the island in 1808.

A slightly hazy Île au Guerdain off Portelet Bay

There were plenty of wildflowers on our coastal meander, including sea bindweed, tamarisk,
spear thistle and sheep's bit scabious. The wildflower book was proving useful! We had to
shelter in the car once from a rain shower, but the weather thankfully hadn't lived up to
yesterday's thundery weather forecast.
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After eating a packed lunch in the car, our next stop was further west along the south coast to
Ouaisné Bay (pronounced Waynay, a delightful sounding name). The sky was becoming
lighter, with some pockets and streaks of blue showing through. However, the car park was
surprisingly empty and a kiosk café was shut, with just a few dog walkers on the beach below.
I couldn't help wondering why, as the long sweep of the bay was mostly sand.
We stayed on the common above the beach, renowned for its flora and fauna, although our
main reason for visiting was for Alan to take a photo of Ouaisné Tower. Keeping to one of the
designated narrow pathways, we soon approached the Martello tower built in the 1780s for
defence against French invasion. Now in private ownership, its seaward side was painted in
horizontal bands of distinctive red and white as a navigation aid.
As we wandered back across the common, I was glad there were some wooden benches
overlooking the beach, as unusual exhaustion had begun to overcome me. I sat for a while,
drank water and found some orange and lime tic tacs in my bag, which seemed to help a little
- enough to give me energy to carry on with a further visit to St Brélade's Bay, anyway.
Alan found space in a car park easily enough and we walked along to the beach area, passing
by a most colourful and lovely Winston Churchill Memorial Park. It was tempting to take five
and sit on a wooden bench amid the flower power for a while, but we had a destination in
mind, namely the Fishermen's Chapel, located next to St Brélade's Church.
I also had a five year question I really wanted to be answered about the steps leading
downwards from St Brélade's Church that we'd noticed on our last day in Jersey in 2011, while
walking along the beach. My question was, were they some actual perquage steps of old? From
the 17th century onwards, it was believed that perquages were sanctuary paths in Jersey
leading from each parish church to the sea by the shortest and most direct route.
According to popular belief, those accused of crimes before the Reformation could claim
sanctuary in a church and leave the island by using the church's perquage steps to a waiting
boat. However, although the use of sanctuary has been recorded in Jersey from the 13th
century until the mid 16th century, there appears to be no evidence for the perquage element.

Perquage or simply sanctuary?

This seemed rather a shame, but I was still delighted when a walk around the churchyard of St
Brélade's Church led me almost straight to a gate at the top of the very steps from where I
had stood at the bottom gazing upward wonderingly in 2011 (and making Alan pose halfway
up the steps for photographic purposes). I was delighted because there was an actual sign on
the wall to confirm my 2011 wonderings: "Le Perquage Ancient Sanctuary Path of the Parish
Church" - there was something so satisfying about having my five year old question answered!
Meanwhile, Alan had been taking advantage of some time alone in the small Fishermen's
Chapel, to photograph in peace. I joined him to take my own photos of the various fragments
of medieval frescoes still decorating the ceiling and walls - amazing.
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The chapel was built in the 11th-12th century on the site of a small 6th century monastic church,
when the original timber building was rebuilt in stone. It remained a single cell building until
the 14th century, when it became a chantry for a prominent family. During the Reformation, it
was converted into an armoury and remained so until the mid 1800s. It then became a store
room and a carpentry shop until major restoration in 1883.
The frescoes were discovered in 1918 after a severe storm, when some colour was revealed on
the ceiling. Underneath the plaster, a painting of the Annunciation from about 1310-1315 was
uncovered. Other frescoes that were discovered concerned the Resurrection and the Last
Judgement. I must confess that I didn't especially study the actual content of the frescoes, but
I was really impressed by the number of them, as well as their colour, intricacy and age. I also
appreciated the calm, cool sense of peace in the chapel itself.

Peace amid medieval frescoes

St Brélade's Church itself was a very handsome building, built from warm, sandy coloured
stone that mostly (and very applicably) came from the beach. In 1035, it had been mentioned
in deeds of patronage, which proves it had existed before that date. We did look inside the
church, but I was rapidly tiring again and the presence of a guide put me off investigating
anything in any detail, as all I really wanted was a solitary wander. I know it was my loss, but
I contented myself with admiring the general ambience of ancient achievement, survival and
tranquillity, which was very much in evidence.
It was time to head back to the apartment, where we drank tea and relaxed. Baked potato and
tuna was all I could manage later and as the evening drew on, the weather deteriorated.
However, the weather forecast seemed to give room for cautious optimism?
Tuesday 14th June
I found it slightly hard to hold on to any cautious optimism this morning, although I did my
best, as I'd woken at about 01:00 feeling quite horrible and then at almost 06:00 feeling a bit
better and with sunlight visible through a chink in the curtains. A headache was bothering me,
but I had to get on with the day and although the sun had only been teasing us, we decided to
go ahead with our plans to visit Jersey Lavender, a family run working lavender farm.
It wasn't too far away in the parish of St Brélade and I was looking forward to it, as it had a
good read up according to the guide book and advertisements we'd seen. However, the
approach wasn't exactly inspiring with a rather patchy piece of ground that could have looked
a whole lot more presentable than it did - not quite up to its description as one of Jersey's
most picturesque attractions.
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The Sprigs Café inside was meant to be excellent, though, with the bonus of using many fresh
local ingredients, including their own lavender. Since it was mid morning and coffee time, we
first paid a visit there, where Alan had a cappuccino and I tried the lavender and strawberry
lemonade. I could only really taste strawberry, but it was still very refreshing and the café
itself was clean, with very polite and friendly staff.
We then went outside to walk around, hoping to find inspiring lavender fields (remembering
the wonderful fields we'd once visited at Norfolk Lavender). We were greeted with the sight of
an old Jersey Lavender van, some square flower beds containing different types of lavender
and other plants, plus some freely roaming chickens. I am not a fan of chickens, particularly
freely roaming ones, but I managed to sidestep them with no horrible flapping of wings.
Walking onwards out of the small garden area, we found the lavender fields - we found them
looking quite bedraggled, with many of the lavender plants overgrown with weeds. They didn't
look properly pruned and they didn't look particularly cared for - it was a big disappointment.
We did our best to enjoy a walk around in the pleasant enough weather and Alan attempted
some photos, but it could have been so much better.

Down among the lavender ... and other greenery

At one point, we wandered into an adjoining garden announcing free entry - we had discovered
Reg's Garden and thought we might as well see what it had to offer. The layout was fine and
there were some good plants, but I was quietly aghast at the state of the weeds and the
general unkempt appearance of the place. Both Reg's Garden and Jersey Lavender Farm were
in desperate need of instigating a weeding management programme.
We'd decided to give the talk in the distillery room a miss, having enjoyed a comprehensive
talk on all things lavender at Norfolk (and having unusually remembered a great deal of it). We
did go into the distillery room to watch a short video presentation, though, as well as a quick
look inside the bottling room, where we sniffed some of the heady lavender oil.
All that aside, the experience had been underwhelming. It had also begun to rain, so we
headed back to Sprigs Café for lunch. It was quite full, but we found a table with no problem
and deliberated what to order. I was still feeling decidedly delicate, so settled on a toasted
teacake, while Alan plumped for smoked salmon sandwiches with cucumber and crème fraîche.
We shared a pot of green tea and pretended it had been a good day.
Before we left, we had a good perusal of the gift shop, which was small and crowded but
offering some quality fare. We bought some lavender oil, lavender soap and lavender chocolate
- it seemed the right thing to do. Unfortunately we then had to pay another visit to Waitrose,
where we were both afflicted with painful indecision, although we muddled through.
The evening passed as evenings do and although we talked about a short drive because the
weather had brightened, I just didn't have it in me. I was annoyed with myself, to say the
least and hoped tomorrow would be better...
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Wednesday 15th June
Today was quite frankly much worse and I was confined to the apartment after waking unwell
at 04:20. Alan made a mercy dash to buy some Dioralyte, which probably says it all 
Thankfully, by mid-afternoon I felt recovered enough to drink green tea and later ate some
stale white baguette for tea. I felt sorry for Alan, as the weather had been good all day.
Thursday 16th June
I slept a lot better, but woke with a headache that had been a strong feature of the previous
day. I was able to eat a small breakfast and the weather was looking quite reasonable, so we
decided to drive to the north coast for a quiet day's gentle exploration of a few sites.
We left at about 10:00 and drove to the most north westerly point of Jersey, parking close to
the ruins of Grosnez Castle on the headland. The blue sky had broken through the white cloud
layer and the castle remains stood on top of cliffs, its approach side a swathe of yellow flowers.
My spirits rose on the spot to see such a captivating sight.

The striking ruins of Grosnez Castle

Walking from the car to the castle, I could tell it was the north coast from the moderate and
unmissable cool breeze, although the sun was warming the air and it was just lovely to be out
in such inspiring surroundings. We took some photos and approached the gatehouse, the only
significant surviving structure, but noticed that a small coach load of tourists had arrived in the
parking area and were already out of the coach and making their way to the ruins - horrors!
Since we wanted to look at some later fortifications further on, we decided to return to the
castle on our way back and started out along a coastal path, with a carpet of moorland
covered with heather and many wildflowers to the left and magnificent north coast rocky sea
views to the right. I was feeling surprisingly OK, but knew I shouldn't really overdo it.
The cry of many seabirds around the cliffs was a constant accompaniment, as we kept
stopping to look at the flora and the sea views. The feeling of freedom there was exhilarating
and wonderful, in direct contrast to the crowds of people and traffic induced claustrophobia of
St Helier. It felt like a panacea to my troubled state of mind and body!
The coastal path became
close to the cliff edge. It
trust Alan when he has a
he's standing in moments

a little narrow and undulating at some points, not to mention quite
was actually safe enough, but I have to admit that I don't entirely
camera in his hand and a history of not always remembering where
of heightened concentration and photographic distraction…

However, we made it safely to a couple of man made sites, one a gun emplacement (with no
gun) and the other an observation tower. There was still much rugged beauty all around, but I
was beginning to tire, so we decided to return to the castle and the car via a slightly more
inland path through the moorland. The ground was covered with vegetation, including a lot of
heather and a strange kind of orange creeping plant that seemed to be forming a mat on top
of it. I don't think I've ever seen it before - it added colour to the area, but looked a little alien.
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The strange creeping orange plant

There was bad news back at the castle - two more tour coaches had arrived! We knew they
wouldn't be staying long, though, so started to eat our packed lunch in the car and nipped out
to the castle for a people-free photo shoot as soon as they left (not that we have anything
against people, or anything). Back at the car, we finished lunch and sat reading our books for
half an hour or so in an effort to re-learn the art of relaxation. It worked, it was .... relaxing.
Alan had made some notes of further places to visit along the north coast, so we next drove to
Grève de Lecq, where he was interested in a barrack complex built to house garrison troops in
1810, when Jersey feared a French invasion. Nowadays it apparently housed the North Coast
Visitors' Centre, but when we arrived and walked from the car park to the complex, we
discovered it was only open from Friday to Sunday. Thwarted!
There was a lovely sandy beach there and on another occasion, it would have made an
enjoyable beach visit day, but once again I could feel my energy level was low. After Alan took
some photos of the barracks, we therefore continued on another prehistoric monument quest,
towards Le Dolmen du Couperon, a late Neolithic gallery grave.
We actually continued towards it, past it and down a single track lane, back up the single track
lane towards it and down an equally narrow bendy lane. Eventually Alan located it (no thanks
to the Sat Nav) in a funny little field up a hill overlooking the sea. Alan walked swiftly up the
track to it and I trailed slowly after him, only to discover a large dead tree trunk had fallen
across the back of the dolmen. Of all the places!
I was still tired and not much impressed, so wandered off a little and found a clearing up a
small incline that gave a lovely view of the nearby cove and other Channel Islands in the
distance, as it was still a clear day. Guernsey, Herm, Jethou and Sark are all north of Jersey,
as well as Alderney a little more distant to the right.
After this disappointing dolmen experience, we had to retrace our way along the narrow bendy
lane and then continued on to St Catherine's Bay, where an exceptionally long breakwater had
been built as the result of a British blunder in the mid 19 th century. Quite a blunder! Alan found
a parking space and we sat for a few moments regarding the breakwater in all its long
mistakenness. The place itself seemed to be a bit too touristy for our liking, with cafés and not
much else to offer, so after a spot of tired deliberation, we decided not to investigate and
drove on to the last place on Alan's list, the Archirondel Tower.
This tower had been completed in 1794 for a garrison of artillery soldiers, built on a rocky
outcrop of St Catherine's Bay and linked to the shore by the abandoned arm of St Catherine's
harbour. There was a surrounding stone battery and World War II modifications, but it had
been adapted into 'short stay self catering accommodation for the adventurous'. I could
understand this stipulation when I found out there was no running water or toilet, just the use
of public facilities belonging to the café 100 yards/91 metres away! I must admit, there's no
way in this situation I would consider myself in the slightest bit adventurous...
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From the car park, we had to clamber down some big grassy, rocky steps and walk along a
wall above the pebbly beach below and then along a lane in order to get close to the tower. On
its seaward side it was sporting the usual red and white stripes as a navigation aid, but the
angle for photographs wasn't the best and Alan suggested walking a short distance further for
a better view of the tower, the bay and surroundings. He was right!

Archirondel Tower for an adventurous stay!

We walked slowly back to the pebbly beach and along the wall to the steps, which brought me
to the edge of exhaustion again. Alan said he was parched and had run out of water, so we
were both mightily glad to return to the apartment for rest and refreshment. The evening was
spent doing not much at all, but it had been a surprisingly good day.
Friday 17th June
It was a surprisingly bad early morning for me, starting at 05:15 and needing to resort to the
Dioralyte again. I felt so disappointed and more than a little worried about myself, but this
time I was already feeling comparatively better by 10:00 and hungry by midday. Apart from all
that, I was feeling incredibly sorry for messing up Alan's chance of a relaxing holiday,
especially since he made a solo visit to Waitrose this morning for various items.
I therefore girded my beleaguered loins and suggested an afternoon trip somewhere, which led
us at about 14:15 towards Howard Davis Park, where we could wander around the green and
pleasant spaces. First of all, though, we had to drive through St Helier and even at that time of
day, the traffic was dreadful. After finding a space in a multi-storey car park, we then had to
walk along pavements filled with people and roads filled with vehicles. After nearly being
walked into several times and beset with rampant traffic, it was good to set foot in the park.
After a short walk, we sat on a wooden bench in the rose garden to rest for a while amid the
tranquillity and fragrance of the flowers, noticing that the other benches were occupied with
like-minded people. A couple of gardeners were tending the flower beds with hoes, it was a
peaceful scene. Unfortunately, the distant muted roar of traffic was still audible, but I refused
to let it mar the afternoon's enjoyment. I even refused to pay much attention to a marauding
seagull that was stalking the area - although what was a seagull doing in a rose garden?
Anyway, we decided to move on after a while for a minor walkabout, ending up on another
wooden bench near the bandstand (where we once heard Kenny Ball and his Jazzmen play in
1983) for a further restful sit. This time we indulged in a spot of people watching, before finally
deciding to leave the refuge of the park and brave the walk back to the car. The drive back to
the apartment at 16:15 strangely wasn't nearly as bad as the earlier drive to the park.
I'd struggled to make this a vaguely OK day and think I partly succeeded, but both of us
confessed the holiday hadn't been as relaxing as we'd hoped, for various reasons. There was
one weekend to go and after just a fishfinger sandwich for tea, I admitted that I didn't feel up
to a visit to Mont Orgueil Castle the following day. Instead, a further visit to the Botanic
Gardens was planned. We did have a complimentary free ticket...
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Saturday 18th June
The weather seemed changeable and the wind quite high, but the forecast promised sunny
intervals, so we went ahead with our plan. It turned out to be a good decision and we very
much enjoyed a slow, gentle meander among the beautiful planting (after an initial stop at The
Herb Garden Café for a drink, of course - cappuccino for Alan and lavender lemonade for me).
We spent most of the morning in the Rose and Lavender Garden and the Herb Garden, where
this time I studied the actual plants more closely, particularly the medicinal and culinary herbs.
So much inherited wisdom and knowledge of the uses of plants and flowers has been lost,
thanks to the insidious takeover by the vast medical chemical industry - the drug companies. I
think there's a growing underground resurgence, but it will have a hard battle against the
money oriented corporations. It's a great pity they can't work together.

A stray photographer in the Rose and Lavender Garden

By 11:45, Alan had steered us back to the Herb Garden Café, fearing there would be a lack of
seating outside underneath the canopy. There wasn't, but it was no hardship to sit there again
with a lavender lemonade each (I was loving the stuff) and wait for the arrival of our preordered ciabattas - brie and red onion for Alan, Cheddar cheese and pickle for me. Earlier in
the morning, we'd seen someone from the café dressed in a blue and white striped apron out
in the herb garden, collecting leaves for the lunches - fabulous ☺
It became on the edge of chilliness as we sat there over lunch, so much so that Alan went back
to the car for our jackets. We then wandered for a while in the other gardens, before strolling
towards the Japanese Garden. A wedding was taking place in the tea pavilion of the Japanese
Garden, so we had to approach the main part of the garden via a different route.
Once we'd walked around appreciating the beautiful Japanese style planting there, we sat for a
while overlooking a large pond, watching a dragonfly darting rapidly around and some fish probably carp. Unfortunately, the noise of traffic could be heard in the background, along with
the sound of birds, running water and rustling leaves. I was beginning to think there's very
little escape from traffic on Jersey now (apart from the more rugged areas of the north coast).
It felt like time to return to the apartment to drink mid-afternoon tea and have a rest, which is
precisely what we did. We then ate quite early because we'd decided to take advantage of the
improved evening weather, by making an excursion to Gorey with the express purpose of
photographing Mont Orgueil Castle with the sun behind us.
First of all, Alan drove to Gorey Harbour and against all the odds, managed to find a parking
space amid a chaos of cars and people out for an early Saturday evening outing. The area was
absolutely awash with people and all the eating places along the front were wafting out smells
of various foods. Some of their customers were sitting outside wherever they could fit in,
consuming meals from overflowing plates, with the clink of cutlery and the noise of social chit
chat a constant accompaniment. I was quite frankly surprised there weren't flocks of seagulls
everywhere!
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I have to say it wasn't my idea of a pleasant evening stroll as we picked our way carefully
among the parked cars, wandering people and moving cars searching for a parking space. Alan
was purposefully heading towards the pier and the pier wall that he thought would give a good
vantage point for taking photos of the castle - which it did, but I had reservations.
It was a high wall (over 5 feet/1.5 metres) with steps up and down added at intervals along its
length. He must have decided to ascend some of these steps in order to walk along the higher
section of the wall, so he could see the castle over the top. The only trouble was, he made this
sudden ascent at a particular moment when I wasn't looking his way at all, so that when I did
look his way it seemed as if he'd disappeared into another dimension. Fortunately, I looked
upwards and spotted him before assuming he'd been abducted by aliens.
I decided to follow him up the wall, to put it a little oddly, but I didn't like the feel of walking
along the narrow ledge at that height. I therefore climbed down the damn steps again and
resumed dodging people and cars at street level. I wasn't happy - for one thing, I was afraid
he'd lose his footing in a moment of photographic distraction.
He didn't, of course, so I gingerly joined him up the wall when he'd reached the end of it on a
wider section. Unfortunately, the wall was high enough to feature in all the photos we took
from that position. I thought it was over when we both climbed down, but he wanted to walk
to the end of the pier. I refused - I was piered out. He took some more photos, but I don't
think they were all that great because of all the modern clutter in the foreground.
Finally he'd had enough too and we left that frenetic place to drive a short distance back to a
much quieter free car park, where we made our way up some sand strewn wooden steps that
ultimately led to a sandy beach below. However, we diverted along a narrow path amid wild
grasses, including the hare's tail grass used for Jersey's Battle of Flowers floats.
The view was good, although a handful of people on the beach below were difficult to obscure
in the foreground of any photos. Alan thought there may be a better view from a children's
play park a bit further on, but when we got there we found it didn't exactly work. It had turned
into a beautiful, sunny evening, though, so we were mainly just enjoying being out in it.
Finally, it dawned on us that the best view would be from the beach itself and so we walked
back and climbed down the few wooden steps to the lovely sandy beach below. Here we
passed an enjoyable time taking photos of the really rather magnificent looking castle atop its
craggy, mountainous summit of rock, with a few gentle waves breaking on the beach. Success!

Mont Orgueil Castle - the best view from the beach?

The light was changing as the sun slowly sank lower in the sky, but there
evening feel as we walked back along the sandy path, picking some hare's
The drive back was uneventful, as was the rest of the evening, spent idly
and puzzling - not just about life in this instance. It had been another
forecast for our final full day was for misty drizzle.
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Sunday 19th June
We both slept quite well and woke to dry and cloudy weather, which was a hopeful start.
However, our morning mission was simply to take advantage of the Sunday free parking in St
Helier and finalise souvenir shopping. We stopped in Costa Coffee, where I had my first
cappuccino for six days - things were looking up. After that, we were forced to people dodge
again in the shopping centre, although we did make some purchases (and not all of them
souvenirs). In fact, I found the souvenir situation a little wanting and returned to the Museum
gift shop, where in desperation three Jersey cows were chosen. Toy ones. Obviously.
It was time to return to the apartment for a cheese on toast lunch, before venturing out again
on a final afternoon's jaunt. Unfortunately it had started to rain slightly, but we carried on
regardless. Our first stop was at Jersey Lavender, but this time just to peruse the gift shop for
souvenirs. The café and gift shop were filled with people, even in the drizzly weather.
Our next stop was at La Sergenté passage grave, the elusive Neolithic structure we'd failed to
find on our coastal walk ten days previously. Alan was sure he'd pinpointed it on a map and
sure enough, we finally located it easily. It was a worthy specimen, possibly the earliest
dolmen on Jersey, built around 4500-3250 BC. It consisted of a short passage that led into a
circular chamber, mostly paved with granite slabs. Covered by a mound prior to excavation in
1923, the site had yielded just four pottery vessels and no human remains.

La Sergenté passage grave

It was satisfying to have eventually found it, but as we looked beyond the dolmen to La Rocco
Tower in the sea (but only just, on a low tide) at the southern end of St Ouen's Bay, we saw
the misty rain was worsening. It was becoming hard to distinguish the horizon and we were
becoming wetter by the minute, so we reluctantly decided to call it a day, as well as a holiday.
The weather had finally beaten us, but we felt we'd made the right decision as we drove back
to the apartment through the murkiest weather we'd seen all the time we'd been on Jersey.

La Rocco Tower in the mist
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I'd like to say we relaxed when we returned to the apartment, but the dreaded packing had to
be accomplished. As so often happens on the last day of a self catering holiday, tea consisted
of using up bits and pieces - but I actually don't mind that at all, being by nature a person who
likes to tidy up! The choice of television programmes was appalling thanks to sport, but we
managed and I knew that in my heart, I was looking forward to going home.
Monday 20th June
It was raining quite heavily all night and apart from a restless sleep anyway, there was a drip
situation somewhere outside the window. Still, better out than in! We were able to keep to our
usual time schedule for breakfasting and getting ready, as we didn't have to vacate the
apartment until 10:00, which seemed a very civilised time to leave. We even sat reading for a
while, waiting until our time was up, as we had six hours until we could arrive at the ferry port.
It was still raining hard by the time we left and drove inland to Ransoms, a garden centre that
also had a restaurant and tea room. We were, of course, seeking a cappuccino (or two, to be
precise). We first of all navigated through the bucketing rain from the car park into the garden
centre, but then had to navigate through the bucketing rain from the garden centre to the
restaurant and tearoom that was situated in a separate building - an old piggery, apparently.
The customers were all minding their manners, though, as the place seemed to be aiming for
the nouveau posh. It wasn't too crowded, there was waitress service and the cappuccinos were
fine, if not somewhat overpriced. We decided not to have lunch there later, so just looked
around the garden centre - I'm sure the plants were fine, but the gift section was rather niche.
It was still only 11:00 and still raining hard, so we decided to go back to St Helier and look for
some lunch there. The only trouble was that parking was a problem and Alan ended up using
the worst multi-storey car park he said he'd ever used. He seemed slightly traumatised when
we eventually emerged into daylight...
Soon afterwards, I became slightly traumatised by some 'super green soup' that I was
presented with for lunch at Marks and Spencer when the tomato and basil soup had run out. It
was nobody's fault, as I was keeping our places at a table for two right at the back of the very
busy café, so that Alan had no means of communicating when he had to make a second choice
for me. He thought it might be mostly kale and leek - but whatever it was, I couldn't manage
more than a few mouthfuls. It was green, though, I'll give it that. Super? Not in my book!
After a final half hearted stroll through St Helier shopping centre, we drove to the seafront and
parked there to wait until we could catch the ferry. We looked out at a churning sea, cloudy
sky and Elizabeth Castle in the near distance, with the noise of the traffic a constant swish and
roar on the road behind us. Finally, it was time to move to the ferry port (Elizabeth Terminal).
It was all straightforward, although the hour from Jersey to Guernsey was quite misty and
bumpy. After we left Guernsey, the ferry was rolling quite a lot and the fog siren was a
frequent reminder of the murky weather. We availed ourselves of some cheesey chips and
passed the time reading, chatting, doing puzzles, people watching and making a swaying,
stumbling visit to the duty free shop. By the time we were approaching Poole, however, the
evening was clear - as were the roads after we disembarked at around 22:00 and travelled for
two and a half hours until we finally reached home.
I'm so glad we had a holiday, because we sorely needed one, but I can't help feeling a little
sad that Jersey seems to have totally embraced the modern mindset. It must have been such
a lovely and unspoilt island before World War II, when the pace of life was 10 times slower and
the amount of cars and people much fewer. It was hard to find it relaxing in that sense, but
there was still a great deal that we enjoyed - the Botanic Gardens and the north coast stand
out in my mind, as well as the coastal scenery in general and the wonderful wildflowers.
Goodbye Jersey - I wish you very well ☺
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